Holdings Related to HIV and AIDS

This guide will help you locate archival material related to the history of HIV and AIDS. A large percentage of our collections pertain to AIDS, so this guide is a curated list rather than a complete one. Researchers are encouraged to also explore our larger catalog and to consult the Reference Archivist (reference@glbthistory.org). Our extensive ephemera collection may also be useful.

The guide breaks down the collections into several subtopics and contains a list of relevant periodicals and oral histories.

Some of our collections related to HIV/AIDS have been digitized. For the most current listing of digitized material visit: https://www.glbthistory.org/online-collections

Individual Activists' Materials

- **Jorge Cortiñas papers (1998-42).** Jorge Cortiñas is a playwright who was also a leader in the movement to end legal restrictions against immigrants with AIDS.
- **Hannah Doress papers (2019-69).** Hannah Doress was involved in ACT UP San Francisco, where she worked on issues related to women and AIDS. This small collection includes Doress’ answers to an in-depth survey about women and ACT UP.
- **Arawn Eibhlyn papers (1995-23).** Arawn Eibhlyn is a journalist and political activist; his collection documents his work on the behalf of imprisoned people with HIV and AIDS.
- **Tomas Fabregas papers (1996-44).** Tomas Fabregas’ collection represents his work on behalf of HIV-positive immigrants and travelers, asserting their right to free movement.
- **Sean Sasser and Pedro Zamora collection (2014-04).** Sasser and Zamora’s collection chronicles their courtship and brief marriage, which were televised as part of Zamora’s appearance as a cast member on *The Real World: San Francisco* (1994); he died shortly after the show ended.
- **M.J. Talbot papers (1999-26).** This collection contains papers from activist Michael James (M.J.) Talbot, one of the founders of the Gay Asian Pacific Alliance (GAPA) and its AIDS service organization, GAPA Community HIV Project (GPHC).
Activist Organizations’ Records

- AIDS Emergency Fund records (2019-29). The AIDS Emergency Fund was established in 1982 to provide critical financial assistance to people with AIDS.
- AIDS Healing Alliance records (1991-06). The AIDS Healing Alliance was an organization that denied that HIV was the cause of AIDS. It promoted alternative therapies and offered workshops with long-term survivors.
- AIDS Legal Referral Panel records (2000-46). The AIDS Legal Referral Panel was founded in 1983 to help people with AIDS in the Bay Area access crucial legal resources in order to create wills, durable powers of attorney, and other legal paperwork necessary to make their final wishes clear.
- AIDS/ARC Vigil (1991-05). The AIDS/ARC Vigil was a continuous, 24-hour protest held at the Federal Building in San Francisco for several years in the 1980s.
- Asian/Pacific AIDS Coalition (1996-24). The Asian/Pacific AIDS Coalition was organized to provide services to Asians and Pacific Islanders affected by HIV.
- Campaign for Responsible AIDS Action records (1995-26). This organization was founded in Santa Cruz in 1988 to oppose California propositions 69 and 102, which would have allowed people with AIDS to be quarantined and required doctors to report suspected cases.
- Filipino Task Force on AIDS (2006-28). Established in 1988, the Filipino Task Force on AIDS (FTFA) was dedicated to ending the risk of HIV/AIDS in the Filipino community. FTFA offered a comprehensive range of HIV/AIDS-related services to gay, lesbian, and transgender Filipinos and Asian-Pacific Islanders.
- Marin County AIDS Advisory Commission records (2006-08). This collection documents the official response to the epidemic in Marin County.
- Men of All Colors Together San Francisco (2000-64). The bulk of this collection consists of materials from HIV/AIDS programs that served queer men of color, including the National Task Force on AIDS Prevention, Gay Men of Color AIDS Institute, Native American AIDS Project, and the Brothers Network. See also the related collection on the National Task Force on AIDS Prevention, 2000-59.

Materials Documenting Life With AIDS

- Kevin Brew journals (1993-17). Brew’s diaries chronicle his disappointment in the gay community, his love of art and hippie culture, and his AIDS diagnosis.
- Jason Howard journals (1997-38). Howard’s journals follow his emotional and romantic life as he moved through a close-knit gay circle whose members struggled to deal with daily loss.
- Craig Louis papers (1988-02). Louis’ collection contains extensive documentation of his 21 months living with AIDS, with particular focus on his friends and family, who kept a log of their activities as caretakers and even published a newsletter called The
Craig Report. This collection is also remarkable for its preservation of bureaucratic documents, including Louis’ will, living will, and power of attorney.

- **Joel Redon papers (2005-30).** This novelist’s collection contains the manuscript of an unpublished essay collection, Loving Dangerously, which deals with the emotional effects of Redon’s diagnosis.

- **Louis Graydon Sullivan papers (1991-07).** The final five years of Sullivan’s lifelong diary describe his life with HIV, including its effect on his activism, his body, and his life as a gay trans man.

- **Roberto Jesus Vargas papers (2008-45).** Vargas was a community and AIDS activist in Sonoma County; his diaries chronicle his daily life, his travels, and the ways that his illness complicated and inflected his desire for love.

**Medicine and Health Care**

- **Bay Area Physicians for Human Rights (1988-44).** In the early days of the AIDS epidemic, Bay Area Physicians for Human Rights offered free information and HIV screening at an annual Health Fair, and it has continued to work with other Bay Area AIDS advocacy groups to influence AIDS policy.

- **Joseph Dunyan papers (2019-82).** Joseph Dunyan was a nurse who provided in-home end-of-life care for people with AIDS.

- **G. Catejan Luna papers (2006-24).** This collection contains materials related to the professional career of researcher C. Cajetan Luna. Much of the collection relates to Luna’s work with homeless youth with HIV/AIDS in Brazil and the United States.

- **Shanti Project records (2006-02).** The Shanti Project provides volunteer care for people living with HIV/AIDS and other life-threatening or chronic illnesses.

- **Hank Wilson papers (1996-02).** Hank Wilson was a longtime activist for gay and AIDS causes. His papers contain daily logbooks for the Ambassador Hotel, which he ran as a shelter and medical facility for people with AIDS.

**Policy and Law**

- **Bruce Decker papers (2008-23).** Bruce B. Decker (1950-1995) was a Republican political consultant. His papers contain materials related to his AIDS advocacy, including his leadership in the No on 64 and No on 102 campaigns and his service on the California AIDS Advisory Committee.

- **Stanley Hadden papers (1997-33).** Stanley Hadden was a political operative who worked for California State Senator David Roberti. As one of the first people to respond to the AIDS crisis on the state level, he became known as the “unofficial AIDS czar” of California.
- **Steve Morin papers (1992-04).** The Steve Morin papers contain documentation relating to Steve Morin's position as legislative assistant to Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi from 1987-1992.

  **Journalism**

- **Linda Alband collection of Randy Shilts materials (2003-09).** Randy Shilts was a prominent journalist and author of *And the Band Played On: Politics, People, and the AIDS epidemic.*

- **Robert de Andreis papers (1995-13).** Robert De Andreis was best known for his weekly *San Francisco Sentinel* column, “HIV Commentary.”

- **Mike Hippler papers (1990-12).** Mike Hippler was a writer and columnist for the *Bay Area Reporter*; his collection contains both his professional work and his personal journals from 1971 to 1991.

- **Sheldon Ramsdell papers (1996-28).** Ramsdell was a photojournalist and activist who kept an extensively annotated scrapbook of clippings and obituaries.

- **Sue Rochman papers (2005-14).** Rochman is a freelance health journalist; this collection compiles her research on AIDS and the prison system.

- **Beowulf Thorne papers (2003-10).** Thorne was editor and founder of *Diseased Pariah News*, a satirical magazine about life with AIDS. Much of each issue of *DPN* was composed of Thorne’s writing and art. Researchers seeking more information on Thorne’s personal life may also want to explore the papers of Arion Stone (2003-02), which include a folder of artwork and anecdotes by and about Thorne.

  **AIDS and Art**

- **Boy with Arms Akimbo/Girl with Arms Akimbo records (1996-41).** Boy with Arms Akimbo/Girl with Arms Akimbo was an anonymous art collective active from 1989 to 1993. Their guerilla art -- much of it in the form of posters -- reclaimed queer sexuality at a time of increasing stigmatization, and redirected the conversation towards the response of the state to the AIDS epidemic.

- **Stephen M. Chapot papers (2018-52).** Chapot (1951-1988) was a medical illustrator educated at the University of California, San Francisco. The collection includes “a Hundred Legends” - a portfolio of 127 artworks by people with AIDS published in 1989, correspondence, ephemera, and a sculpture by Chapot titled “Saint Kaposi.”


  **Ephemera**
• **San Francisco LGBT General Subjects Ephemera Collection (SUB EPH).** Ephemera on general subjects, including many related to HIV/AIDS; consult finding aid for more details.

• **San Francisco LGBT Groups Ephemera Collection (GRP EPH).** Ephemera on local groups, including many related to HIV/AIDS; consult finding aid for more details.

### Periodicals

**Title:** ACT UP/San Francisco  
**Type:** Newsletter  
**Alternate Title:** ACT UP/SF  
**Organization:** ACT UP/San Francisco (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power)  
**Holdings:** vol. 1 #1 (Jan 1989) - #6 (Nov/Dec 1989); vol. 2 #1 (Feb/Mar 1990) - #4 (Sept/Oct 1990) - #5 (Dec/Jan 1991)

**Title:** AIDS Kills Fags Dead!  
**Type:** Zine  
**Holdings:** #1 (n.d.)

**Title:** Infected Faggot Perspectives  
**Type:** Zine  
**Subtitle:** Dedicated to Keeping the Realities of Faggots Living with AIDS and HIV Disease IN YOUR FACE Until the Plague is Over  
**Holdings:** #1 (Spt 1991) - #14 (Sem 1993)

**Title:** Outreach  
**Type:** Newspaper  
**Alternate Title:** SFAF News|San Francisco AIDS Foundation News|Out Reach|OUTReach  
**Subtitle:** News You Can Use to Fight HIV/AIDS  
**Organization:** San Francisco AIDS Foundstion  

**Title:** Reality Check  
**Type:** Magazine  
**Subtitle:** A Voice for a World Living with HIV and AIDS  
**Holdings:** #1 (Apr 1991), #3 (Apr 1992)

**Title:** atbp  
**Type:** Newsletter
Alternate Title: atbp.|at iba pa|at iba pa.
Subtitle: Newsletter of the Filipino Task Force on AIDS
A Monthly Newsletter for Tambayan
Organization: Filipino Task Force on AIDS [FTFA]
Holdings: vol. 1 #1- #4 (Sep - Dec 1994); v.2 #1 - #8 ( Jan/Feb - Sep 1995), #10 (Nov 1994),
#11 (Dec 1994); v.3 #1 - 12 (Jan-Dec 1996); v.4 #1 - 12 (Jan-Dec 1997); v.5 #1 - 2/3 (Jan -

Title: ABC News
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: The Newsletter of AIDS Benefits Counselors
Organization: AIDS Benefits Counselors
Holdings: Fall 1996, Fall 1997

Title: Infinity News
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: A Publication of the Genard AIDS Foundation
Organization: Genard AIDS Foundation
Holdings: #12 (Sep 1998), #14 (May 1999), #15 (Oct 1999), #18 (Wint 2000), #19 (Spr 2001),
#20 Wint 2001), #21 (Spr 2002)

Title: LIFElines
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: Official Newsletter of the LIFE AIDS Lobby and the LIFE League
Organization: League for Individual Freedom & Equality (LIFE)
Holdings: vol. 2 #1 (Win 1994), #3 - #4 (Fall 1994)

Title: Expressions
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: Sonoma County AIDS Network Newsletter
Organization: Sonoma County AIDS Network/Face to Face
Holdings: 1998: Spr, Fall

Title: The AIDS Action Call
Subtitle: The Newsletter of the AIDS Action Pledge
Organization: AIDS Action Pledge (AAP)
Holdings: 1987: Autumn / Winter; 1988: Jan, Apr

Title: Living Well News
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: Asian & Pacific Islander AIDS Services
Organization: Living Well Project: Asian and Pacific Islander AIDS Services
Holdings: vol. 1 #1 (Fall 1995)

Title: ACT UP/LA
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: ACT UP/Los Angeles
Organization: ACT UP/LA (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power/Los Angeles)
Holdings: Vol. 3 #2 (Ap/May 1990)

Title: Heart to Heart
Type: Newsletter
Organization: AIDS Emergency Fund
Holdings: Vol.1 #2 (Autumn 1990); Vol.2 #3 (Summer 1992): Vol.3 #1 (Winter 1992/93), #2 (Spring 1993); Vol. 4, #1 (Fall 1993); Vol. 5 1 (Spring 1995); Summer 1997; Spring 1998; Fall 1998; Spring 2004; 2011: July; 2012: Mar, Aug

Title: Hearts & Hands
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: The AIDS Project of Contra Costa Newsletter
Organization: AIDS Project of Contra Costa (APCC)
Holdings: 1994: Win; 1995: Fall, Win

Title: The Star
Type: Newsletter
Organization: AIDS Walk San Francisco; Star Walker's Club
Holdings: vol. 2 #2 (Jul 2002), #3 (Aug 2002)

Title: Buddhist AIDS Project News
Type: Newsletter
Organization: Buddhist AIDS Project
Holdings: 2000: Jun, Sep, Nov; 2001: Feb, Mar, Apr

Title: Deaf Community AIDS Project Newsletter
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: The future is now, Come with us...
Organization: Deaf Community AIDS Project (Deaf CAP)
Holdings: vol. 1 #1 (Spr 1991), #3 (Fall/Win 1991)

Title: Sustenance
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: Diablo Valley AIDS Center Newsletter
Subtitle: News and Information from Diablo Valley AIDS Center
Organization: Diablo Valley AIDS Center (DVAC)
Holdings: 2000: Fall; 2002: Spr

Title: Reach
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: A National Newsletter of Shared Spirituality for and by Persons with HIV/AIDS
A Bimonthly Publication of the John XXIII Ministries
Organization: John XXIII Ministries
Holdings: vol. 2 #3 (Oct 1990)

Title: Notes from the Grove
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: Winner of the 1999 Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence, Silver Medal
The National AIDS Memorial Grove serves as a living tribute to all lives touched by AIDS
Organization: National AIDS Memorial Grove
Holdings: vol. 10 #3 (Oct 2000); vol 11 #1 (Jul 2001) - #3 (Mar 2002); v.12 #1 (Mar 2003), #2 (Oct 2003); vol. 13 #2 (Oct 2004); vol. 14, #1 (Jul 2005)

Title: Orchid Media
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: OrchidMedia|OrchidMania Newsletter
Subtitle: The Occasional Newsletter of OrchidMania, a blossoming AIDS fundraising organization
Organization: OrchidMania, Inc.
Holdings: Dec 1992; one issue [ca. 1994]

Title: PLWH People's Voice
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: People Living with HIV and AIDS People's Voice Newsletter
Organization: People Living with HIV/AIDS (PLWH)
Holdings: vol. 1 #3 (Dec 1997)

Title: Women's AIDS Network
Type: Newsletter
Organization: Women's AIDS Network (WAN)
Holdings: 1994: Sep; 1995: July

Title: Necessities and More News!
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: Update
Subtitle: People Helping People with AIDS/ARC
Organization: Necessities and More
Holdings: 1988: Jun

Title: Impetus
Type: Newsletter
Organization: San Francisco AIDS Foundation

Title: Ride On!
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: The Newsletter of the California AIDS Ride 3
Organization: California AIDS Ride 3 Presented by Tanqueray/Pallotta and Associates, Inc.
Holdings: 1996: #2 (Jan/Feb)

Title: The Condom Courier
Type: Magazine
Subtitle: The Newsletter of the Student AIDS Mobilization Condom Co-Op
Holdings: Vol. 1 #1 (Fall 1989), #2 (Wint 1990)

Title: Knock Knock Times
Type: Bulletin
Subtitle: A Voice for and by the Tenderloin Transgender Community
Organization: Tenderloin AIDS Resource Center
Holdings: Vol. 1 #1 (Apr 1996), #2 (May 1996)

Title: I heard it though the Grapevine . . .
Type: Bulletin
Subtitle: A very SUBJECTIVE flyer about Underground HIV and AIDS Treatments
Holdings: #8 (Apr 1993)

Title: PWA Voice
Type: Bulletin
Subtitle: Published by and for People With AIDS and those affected by the AIDS crisis
Holdings: Vol. 1 #1 (Spr 1988) - #3 (Fall 1988); vol.2 #1 (Winter 1989 - #4 (Fall 1989); vol.3 #1 (Winter 1991); vol.1 #1 (Nov 1995), #2 (Dec 1995)

Title: Sexvibe
Type: Bulletin
Subtitle: a 'zine of AIDS Project Los Angeles
Holdings: 1997: Aug/Sep

Title: Women's Action Committee
Type: Newsletter
Organization: ACT UP/Golden Gate (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power)
Holdings: 7/1/1991

Title: People with AIDS Update
Type: Newsletter
Organization: Shanti Project

Title: AIDS NEWS
Type: Zine
Holdings: July, 1988

Title: AIDS Info
Type: Zine
Holdings: 1994: Feb; 1995: Jan

Title: Speedometer
Type: Zine
Organization: San Francisco Aids Foundation
Holdings: #4 (Jan/Feb 2007), #7 (Aug/Sep 2007), #8 (Oct-Nov 2007), #10 (Mar/Apr 2009), #12 (n/a), Special Edition

Title: Monterey County AIDS Project Newsletter
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: The Companion
Organization: Monterey County AIDS Project

Title: Focus
Type: Journal
Holdings: vol. 1 #1 (Dec 1985) - vol. 22 (May 2007)

Title: Frontlines
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: Act Up/DC Frontlines
Subtitle: AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power
Organization: Act Up
Holdings: #1 (Nov 1990)

Title: Status
Type: Bulletin
Subtitle: know yours?
Organization: San Francisco AIDS Foundation
Holdings: 3/1/2009

Title: Healing AIDS
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: A Newsletter of Healing Tools, Resources, and AIDS
Holdings: Vol. 1 #1 (December 1986); Vol. 2 #1 (January 1987); Vol. 2 #3 (February 1987); Vol. 2 #3 (March/April 1987); Vol. 2 #4 (May 1987); Vol. 2 #5 (June 1987); Vol. 2 #7 (August 1987); Vol. 2 #8 (September 1987); Vol. 2 #9 (October/November 1987); Vol. 2 #10 (December 1987); Vol. 3 #1 (January 1988); Vol. 3 #2 (February 1988); Vol. 3 #3; Vol. 3 #4 (April/May 1988); Vol. 3 #5 (June 1988); Vol. 3 #6 (July 1988); Vol. 3 #7 (August 1988)

Title: MIRA
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: Multicultural Inquiry and Research on AIDS
Organization: MIRA
Holdings: Vol. 2 #1 (Winter 1988); Vol. 2 #2 (Spring 1988); Vol. 2 #4 (Fall 1988); Vol. 3 #1 (Winter 1989); Vol. 4 #2 (Spring 1990)

Title: Advance
Type: Bulletin
Subtitle: The monthly bulletin of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation
Organization: San Francisco AIDS Foundation
Holdings: November, 1985; Vol. 1 #1 (June 1990); Vol. 1 #6 (December 1990); Vol. 2 #1 (January 1991); Vol. 2 #7 (July 1991); Vol. 2 #8 (August 1991); Vol. 2 #9 (September 1991); Vol. 2 #11 (November 1991); Vol. 2 #12 (December 1991); Vol. 3 #3 (April 1992); Vol. 3 #4 (May 1992); Vol. 3 #5 (June 1992); Vol. 3 #6 (July 1992); Vol. 3 #7 (August/September 1992); Vol. 3 #8 (October 1992); Vol. 3 #9 (November 1992); Vol. 4 #1 (February 1993); Vol. 4 #2
Title: Mano a Mano
Type: Newsletter
Organization: John XXII AIDS Ministry
Holdings: Vol. 16 #3 (October 2006); Vol. 17 #2 (July 2007)

Title: D.A.I.R. update
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: DAIR update
Subtitle: The Documentation of AIDS Issues and Research Foundation, Inc. San Francisco, California
Organization: Documentation of AIDS Issues and Research Foundation, Inc. (DAIR)

Title: East Bay AIDS News
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: AIDS Update|AIDS Alert
Subtitle: The Community Newsletter of the AIDS Project of the East Bay|A Program of the Pacific Center for Human Growth
Organization: AIDS Project of the East Bay
Holdings: vol. 3 #1 (Jan. 1988)

Title: The Frontline
Subtitle: (formerly AIDS Benefits Counselors)| The Newsletter of Positive Resource Center
Organization: Positive Resource Center
Holdings: vol. 1 #1 (Fall 1999)

Title: BCA Bulletin
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: A bimonthly publication of the San Francisco Black Coalition on AIDS|Advocates for health education and empowerment for African Americans
Organization: Black Coalition on AIDS
Holdings: 1990: vol. 1 #1 (May/Jun) - 4; 1991: vol. 2 #1; 1993: Winter

Title: AIDSline
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: A quarterly publication of ELLIPSE - Peninsula AIDS Services
Organization: ELLIPSE
Holdings: vol. 2 #1 (March 1989)

Title: ASPN
Type: Newsletter
Alternate Title: AIDS Service Provider Network
Organization: AIDS Program, Santa Clara County Health Department
Holdings: vol. 1 #3 (Spring 1989)

Title: ARFConnect
Type: Newsletter
Organization: AIDS Relief Fund for China
Holdings: 2006: Oct

Title: AIDS & KS Foundation Newsletter
Type: Newsletter
Organization: AIDS and Kaposi's Sarcoma Research and Education Foundation
Holdings: 1983: vol. 1 #1 - 2 (May - Jun)

Title: Seasons
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: The National Native American AIDS Prevention Center Quarterly
Organization: The National Native American AIDS Prevention Center
Holdings: 1989: Fall; 1990: Summer, Fall; 1991: Summer, Winter

Title: Continuum magazine
Subtitle: Changing the way we think about AIDS
Holdings: 1995: vol. 3 #3 (Sep/Oct); 1997: Winter/Spring

Title: AIDS Treatment News
Type: Newsletter
Holdings: #37 (7/31/87), #39 (8/28/87), #41 (9/25/87), #45 (11/20/87), #46 (12/4/87), #48 (1/15/88) - #51 (2/26/88), #98 (3/2/90), #106 (7/6/90), #109 (8/17/90), #128 (6/7/1991), #160 (10/2/92), #185 (10/19/93), #187 (11/19/93), #195 (3/18/94), #197 (4/15/94), #199 (5/20/94), #229 (8/18/95), #230 (9/1/95), #237 (12/22/95), #238 (1/5/96), #280 (10/3/97), #294 (5/1/98), #297 (7/19/98), #298 (7/10/98), #311 (1/22/99), #316 (4/2/99) - #318 (5/7/99), #320 (6/4/99), #322 (7/2/99), #323 (7/16/99), #330 (11/5/99), #331 (11/19/99), #337 (2/18/00) - #341 (4/21/00), #344 (6/2/00), #350 (9/8/00), #395 (10/31/03)
Title: Somebody asked me what you wrote about and all i could think of was aids
Type: Zine
Holdings: one issue (n.d.)

Title: Maitri Newsletter
Type: Newsletter
Subtitle: Residential Care for People Living with AIDS
Organization: Maitri Compassionate Care
Holdings: 2010: Summer/Fall

Title: Our Love
Type: Magazine
Subtitle: A Resource Magazine for Black Gay and Bisexual Men of the San Francisco Bay Area
Organization: Stop AIDS Project
Holdings: 2000: #2 (Spring)

Oral Histories

OHCNumber: 98-33
Interviewee: Blackberri
Interviewer: Schembari, Roland
Description: Processes/themes: sexual identification, sexual experiences, adolescence, sexual harassment, volunteerism, AIDS, race Groups: Shanti, ACT-UP, Queer Nation Places: Millbrook People: Timothy Leary, Langston Hughes, Marlon Riggs

OHCNumber: 94-031
Interviewee: Bremerman, Otto
Interviewer: Erlandson, Everett
Description: Themes/processes: early sexual experiences, family, Navy, relationships, SF police and bars, military draft, alcoholism, recovery, domestic partnership, inheritance issues, AIDS, Castro changing, aging, travel, community, homophile, 1940s, 1950s, 1960s E

OHCNumber: 02-151
Interviewee: Christensen, Thomas Walton
Interviewer: Kissack, Terence
Interview Dates: 11/2000
Description: adolescence, coming out, relationships, AIDS
Interviewee: Eilers, Jim
Interviewer: Toscani, Peter
Interview Dates: 1/31/1998
Description: gay liberation, childhood, coming out, military service, monterey, gentrification, ethnicity, family heritage, catholicism, religion, relationships, civil rights movement, AIDS, San Francisco State University, labor unions, migration, George Birimisa, Gay

Interviewee: Gerrits, Burt
Interviewer: Schembari, Roland
Interview Dates: 4/2/1999
Description: relationships, WWII, AIDS

Interviewee: Goldstein, Daniel
Interviewer: Toscani, Peter
Interview Dates: 5/21/1996
Description: ethnicity, activism, Santa Cruz, AIDS

Interviewee: Jordan "Fluffy" Green
Interviewer: Jacob Richards
Interview Dates: 3-19-05
Description: Jordan Green is an African-American queer youth activist. Subjects covered: queer youth activism, queer youth of color, LYRIC, Black Coalition on AIDS, Men Against Patriarchy conference.

Interviewee: Lacey, Bobbi (Robert)
Interviewer: Fischer, Helene
Interview Dates: 3/14/1999
Description: Fresno, rural, family, AIDS

Interviewee: Matlovich, Leonard
Interviewer: Hippler, Mike
Interview Dates: 3/2/1984
Description: gay male, military, legal, AIDS, HIV, activism, politics, religion
OHCNumber: 02-142
Interviewee: Van Aalst, Cornelis Thomas
Interviewer: Kissack, Terence
Interview Dates: 10/22/2000
Description: Netherlands, migration, religion, AIDS

OHCNumber: 94-046
Interviewee: Boxwood (Scott Chiles)
Interviewer: Duggins, Jim
Description: People: Grace Moore, EK Johnson, Orvis Bryant Processes/themes: Uncles project, sense of community, AIDS, 1940s, 1950s Events: University of Missouri raid Places: YMCA, St. Louis

OHCNumber: 05-012
Interviewee: Leather History Panel
Interviewer: Gerard Koskovich
Interview Dates: 11/17/05
Description: Darryl Flick, Midori, Lee Asplund, Race Bannon, leather, SM, kink, 1980s, 1990s, AIDS